
If you like Amulet... 

Other Titles by Kazu Kibuishi  

Copper  

JGRAPHIC KIBUISHI 
Copper is curious, Fred is fearful. And together boy and dog are off on a series of adventures through marvelous 

worlds, powered by Copper's limitless enthusiasm and imagination. 

Explorer: The Mystery Box 

JGRAPHIC EXPLORER  

Funny, fantastic, spooky, and suspenseful, each of these unique and beautifully illustrated short graphic works 

revolves around a central theme: a mysterious box and the marvels—or mayhem—inside. 

Explorer: The Lost Islands 

YAGRAPHIC EXPLORER  

The Lost Islands is a collection of seven all-new stories written and illustrated by an award-winning roster of comics 

artists, with each story centered around the theme of hidden places. 

Explorer: The Hidden Doors 

YAGRAPHIC EXPLORER  

A bullied boy discovers a door guarded by a sly monster . . . A painting of a door opens in a forgotten Egyptian 

tomb . . . A portal in the park promises to turn you into a much cooler version 2.0—if you can just get the bugs out. 

Titles by Other Authors 

Courtney Crumrin and the Night Things by Ted Naifeh 

YAGRAPHIC NAIFEH 
Courtney's parents have dragged her out to a  

high-to-do suburb to live with her creepy Great Uncle Aloysius in his spooky old house. She's not only the new kid in 

school, but she also discovers strange things lurking under her bed.  

Mouse Guard by David Petersen 

YAGRAPHIC PETERSON 

Fall 1152: Saxon, Kenzie and Lieam, three such Guardsmice, are dispatched to find a missing merchant mouse 

that never arrived at his destination. Their search for the missing mouse reveals much more than they expect, as 

they stumble across a traitor in the Guard’s own ranks.  

Winter 1152: Saxon, Kenzie, Lieam, and Sadie, led by Celanawe, the legendary Black Axe — traverse the snow-

blanketed territories acting as diplomats to improve relations between the mouse cities and the Guard, and find 

themselves on a race against time to deliver crucial medicines.  

Legends of the Mouse Guard by David Petersen 

YAGRAPHIC MOUSE  
Inside the June Alley Inn, located in the western mouse city of Barkstone, mice gather to tell tales, each trying to 

outdo the other.  

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz by Eric Shanower 

YAGRAPHIC SHANOWER 
When Kansas farm girl Dorothy flies away to the magical Land of Oz, she fatally flattens a wicked witch, liberates a 

living scarecrow and is hailed by the Munchkin people as a great sorceress but all she really wants to know is: how 

does she get home?  

Ghostopolis by Doug TenNapel 

YAGRAPHIC TENNAPEL 
Imagine Garth Hale's surprise when he's accidentally zapped to the spirit world by Frank Gallows, a washed-out 

ghost wrangler. Suddenly Garth finds he has powers the ghosts don't have, and he's stuck in a world run by the evil 

ruler of Ghostopolis, who would use Garth's newfound abilities to rule the ghostly kingdom.  

Robot Dreams by Sara Varon 

YAGRAPHIC VARON 
As the seasons pass, Dog tries to replace his friend, making and losing a series of new ones, from a melting 

snowman to epicurean anteaters. Meanwhile, Robot passes his time daydreaming, escaping to better 

places...Through interwoven journeys, the two characters long to recover from their day at the beach.  
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